
        UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

************************************
Signs for Jesus                                             *
136 Dover Road                                            *
Chichester, NH 03258                                   *
and                                                                 *
Bethal Builders, LLC                                  *
184 Varney Road                                           *
Center Barnstead, NH 03225                        *
and                                                                 *
Fabrizio Cusson                                           *
27 Half Moon Bay Drive                               *
Center Barnstead, NH 03225                         *

                   *  Civil Action No. 1:11-cv-00101
                                   Plaintiffs                     *
                                          * JURY TRIAL REQUESTED
v.                                                                    *                                

                                                           *
Town of Chichester                                     *
54 Main Street                                               *
Chichester, NH 03258                                   * 
and                                                            *
The Chichester Planning Board                 *
54 Main Street                                               *
Chichester, NH 03258                                   *

Defendants                 *
************************************

MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

NOW COME the plaintiffs, Signs for Jesus, Bethal Builders, LLC and Fabrizio Cusson,

by and through their attorneys, Wadleigh, Starr & Peters, PLLC, and move as follows:

1.  Plaintiffs seek to replace an existing onsite commercial advertising sign with a sign

that will display daily Bible verses.

2.  The defendants have interpreted their Site Review Regulations so as to grant them

discretionary authority to deny Signs for Jesus’ sign without any basis in any objective regulation
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or ordinance.

3.  The Town’s actions constitute an unconstitutional prior restraint, as well as a violation

to the plaintiffs’ rights under both the free speech and free exercise clauses of the First

Amendment.  In addition, the Town’s actions violate the Religious Land Use and

Institutionalized Persons Act, 42 U.S.C. §2000cc [RLUIPA] and is unreasonable and unlawful

under RSA 677:15.

4.  A Preliminary Injunction is necessary to allow the plaintiffs to proclaim their Biblical

message during the pendency of this case.

WHEREFORE, for the reasons as stated in this Motion and the attached Memorandum of

Law, the plaintiffs respectfully request that this Honorable Court:

a.  Issue a Preliminary Injunction enjoining the Town of Chichester, its officers, agents,

employees, attorneys and all other persons in active concert with it from applying from enforcing

its zoning ordinance and/or its Site Review Regulations to prevent the plaintiffs from

constructing a religious Signs for Jesus Bible sign on its property at 136 Dover Road in

Chichester as set forth in the proposed Preliminary Injunction attached as Exhibit A to the

Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion for Preliminary Injunction; and

b.  Such other and further relief as may be just and equitable.
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Respectfully submitted,

SIGNS FOR JESUS, INC.,
BETHAL BUILDERS, LLC &
FABRIZIO CUSSON

By their attorneys,

WADLEIGH, STARR & PETERS, PLLC
Dated: March 24, 2011

By /S/ Michael J. Tierney

Michael J. Tierney, Esq., NH Bar 17173
95 Market Street
Manchester, NH 03101
Tel. (603) 669-4140

     
   

CERTIFICATION

I hereby certify that a copy of this Motion has this day been sent via email to Barton
Mayer, Esq., attorney for the Town of Chichester and the Chichester Planning Board, at Upton &
Hatfield, LLP, 10 Centre Street, Concord, NH 03302.

  /S/ Michael J. Tierney
   Michael J. Tierney, Esq.

G:\D50000\50271\pleadings\MotionPreInj.wpd
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

************************************
Signs for Jesus                                             *
136 Dover Road                                            *
Chichester, NH 03258                                   *
and                                                                 *
Bethal Builders, LLC                                  *
184 Barney Road                                           *
Center Barnstead, NH 03225                        *
and                                                                 *
Fabrizio Cusson                                            *
27 Half Moon Bay Drive                               *
Center Barnstead, NH 03225                         *

                   *  Civil Action No. 11-CV-101
                                    Plaintiffs                     *
                                          * JURY TRIAL REQUESTED
v.                                                                    *                                

                                                           *
Town of Chichester                                     *
54 Main Street                                               *
Chichester, NH 03258                                   * 
and                                                            *
The Chichester Planning Board                *
54 Main Street                                               *
Chichester, NH 03258                                   *

Defendants                 *
************************************

MEMORANDUM OF LAW 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

INTRODUCTION

The Plaintiffs, Signs for Jesus, Bethal Builders and Fabrizio Cusson, seek a preliminary

injunction to enjoin the Town of Chichester and its Planning Board from preventing the plaintiffs

from replacing an onsite commercial advertising sign with a religious sign displaying a daily

Bible verse on the property the plaintiffs own at 136 Dover Road in Chichester.  The Town’s

discretionary denial of a religious sign while approving an onsite commercial sign in the exact
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 Unless otherwise stated, all facts come from paragraphs in the Verified Complaint. 
1

2

same location violates the plaintiffs’ Free Speech and Free Exercise Rights under the First

Amendment, constitutes an unlawful substantial burden under the Religious Land Use and

Institutionalized Persons Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2000cc [RLUIPA] and is an unreasonable and

unlawful decision under RSA 677:15.  A preliminary injunction should be issued unless the

government can show that the plaintiffs are not likely to succeed on the merits.  Gonzales v. O

Centro Espirita, 546 U.S. 418, 428  (2006) citing Ashcroft v. American Civil Liberties Union,

542 U.S. 656 (2004). 
FACTS

Signs for Jesus was formed to display Christian Bible Scriptures via road signs on busy

commuter streets.   The Plaintiffs intend to construct electronic signs that will display a new1

Bible verse in various locations every day. In order to spread the Word of God to the residents of

Chichester and the many thousands of commuters who pass through Chichester every day, the

plaintiffs purchased property on the corner of Main Street and Route 4/9/202, the busiest road in

Chichester. At the time of the purchase, there was an existing sign advertising a commercial

business.  See photos attached as Exhibits D & H to the Verified Complaint. [Doc. 1-4 and 1-8]. 

Signs for Jesus’ sign was to replace the onsite commercial advertising sign.

In June of 2010, the plaintiffs submitted a site plan to the Chichester Planning Board for

approval of their Bible sign.  The Planning Board held a public hearing on July 1, 2010 where

opponents expressed opposition to “the content of the sign” and whether only pleasant Bible

verses would be displayed or whether there might be “objectionable” Bible verses displayed.  

On July 1, 2010, the Planning Board denied site plan approval holding that (1) electronic
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3

message signs were not permitted by the zoning ordinance, (2) the zoning ordinance only

permitted signs for onsite businesses and the displaying of Bible verses is not a business; and (3)

that Signs for Jesus’ business of displaying Bible verses on signs was not a permitted use in the

zoning district. The plaintiffs appealed the Planning Board’s decision to the Chichester Zoning

Board of Adjustment which reversed the Planning Board and held that Signs for Jesus’s proposed

sign was an allowable use under the Chichester Zoning Ordinance.

After obtaining a favorable decision from the ZBA, the plaintiffs went back to the

Planning Board to obtain approval for their sign.  The Planning Board required the plaintiffs to

obtain a sign permit from the state Department of Safety.  The state determined that the proposed

location for Signs for Jesus’s sign was safe and granted a sign permit.  On February 9, 2011, the

Planning Board found that the plaintiffs complied with all objective requirements of the

Chichester Site Review regulations.  Nevertheless, the Planning Board voted 4-3 to deny

approval to replace a commercial sign with a Bible sign.  By a Notice of Decision dated February

17, 2011, the Planning Board stated its reason for the denial was for “safety, concerning the

installation of a sign intended for drivers to read a lengthy message on a daily basis at an

intersection where traffic is converging, with the potential for collisions.”  See Notice of

Planning Board Denial  attached as Exhibit O to the Verified Complaint [Doc. 1-15].  Chichester

was unable to cite any provision of the Chichester Site Review Regulations that the proposed

sign would violate.  Signs for Jesus’s sign complies with all provisions of the Chichester Site

Review regulations and there was no basis for denying approval other than board members’

subjective determinations that a religious sign was more of a distraction to passing motorists than

commercial signs.
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 The regulations contain two sections C & E.  The relevant sections appear on page 9 of the regulations.
2

4

ARGUMENT

III.  A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION IS APPROPRIATE AND NECESSARY

A preliminary injunction is mandated if the moving party demonstrates (1) a likelihood of

success on the merits, (2) a potential for irreparable harm to the movant, (3) a balancing of the

hardships between the parties and (4) the effect (of any) of the court’s ruling on the public

interest. Esso Standard Oil v. Monroig-Zayas, 445 F.3d 13, 18 (1st Cir. 2006).   In applying these

factors to the case at bar, it is evident that a preliminary injunction ought to be granted.

A. THE PLAINTIFFS ARE LIKELY TO SUCCEED ON THE MERITS

A preliminary injunction should be issued unless the government can show that the

plaintiffs are not likely to succeed on the merits.  Gonzales v. O Centro Espirita, 546 U.S. 418,

428 (2006) citing Ashcroft v. American Civil Liberties Union, 542 U.S. 656 (2004).  For the

reasons set forth below, the Plaintiffs are likely to succeed on the merits in this case.

1. The Chichester Planning Board Has Applied its Site Plan Review
Regulations so as to Constitute an Unconstitutional Prior Restraint on
Signs in Violation of the First Amendment

A landowner wishing to construct a sign on his property in Chichester must first obtain

site plan approval from the Town of Chichester Planning Board.  In deciding whether to approve

or deny a sign, the Planning Board is to apply the Chichester Site Review Regulations. See

Exhibit N to the Verified Complaint [Doc. 1-14].  Many of the applicable site review regulations

are narrow and objective.  For example, Sections C & E  of the Site Review Regulations limit2

electronic signs to a height of 25 feet, prohibits “moving, fluttering, blinking or flashing lights or
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 In many respects the objective portions of the Chichester Site Plan Review Regulations prohibiting
3

moving or flashing electronic signs are similar to the Concord Zoning Ordinance provisions challenged by a

commercial business and upheld in Naser Jewelers v. City of Concord, 513 F.3d 27 (1  Cir. 2008).  Nevertheless,st

there is no need for this Court to determine whether the objective provisions of the Chichester regulations violate the

First Amendment when applied to religious or political speech as Signs for Jesus’s sign will not flash or scroll and

complies with all objective provisions of the Zoning Ordinance.  (Naser Jewelers sough to install an animated

scrolling sign that was clearly prohibited by the ordinance.)  In addition, while the ordinance at issue in Naser was

legislatively adopted and applied to all signs in Concord, the Chichester Planning Board has denied just Signs for

Jesus, without any basis in their ordinances and while approving numerous other signs, including a commercial sign

in the exact same location as the proposed Signs for Jesus sign. Therefore, Naser is not relevant to the issues before

the Court in this case.

5

signs,” limits electronic signs to a size of 4'x6' and provides that text “shall not be continuous

moving and shall only change on 15 minute intervals.”   It is undisputed that Signs for Jesus’s3

proposed sign complies with all relevant objective requirements of the Chichester Site Review

Regulations.   See Minutes attached as Exhibit K to the Verified Complaint [Doc. 1-11].

Nevertheless, the Chichester Planning Board determined that it had discretionary authority to

deny the sign based on whether the members of the Planning Board subjectively believe that this

would be a “distracting” sign.   This alleged discretionary authority constitutes an

unconstitutional prior restraint when applied to the plaintiffs’ proposed Bible sign.

Although a town may apply neutral and objective criteria to the size or location of signs, a

town may not constitutionally require a landowner to obtain  site plan approval for a sign based

on discretionary standards.  Municipal regulations which do not contain “narrow, objective and

definite standards” to limit board member’s discretion are facially unconstitutional when applied

to a use protected by the First Amendment.  Shuttlesworth v. City of Birmingham, 394 U.S. 147,

151 (1969); CAMP Legal Defense Fund v. City of Atlanta, 451 F.3d 1257, 1279 (11th Cir. 2006);

Lady J. Lingerie v. City of Jacksonville, 176 F.3d 1358, 1361 (11th Cir. 1999) (holding any

discretion beyond the “merely ministerial” to be unconstitutional); Café Erotica v. St. Johns

County, 360 F.3d 1274, 1284 (2004)(holding discretionary review of political billboards to be
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 The First Circuit has not yet had opportunity to apply the prior restraint doctrine to private speech on
4

private property (as opposed to government owned limited forum).  Nevertheless, when there has been discretionary

regulation of private religious speech in a public forum, the First Circuit has not hesitated to voice its displeasure at

this unconstitutional prior restraint.  See Osediacz v. City of Cranston, 414 F.3d 136 (1st Cir. 2005)(recognizing the

ordinance as constitutionally suspect but dismissing the case for lack of standing).  See also King’s Grant v. Town of

Gilford, 2005 DNH 022 (McAulliffe, J.)(citing Fly Fish v. City of Cocoa Beach, 337 F.3d 1301 (11th Cir. 2003) in

holding that an ordinance that grants discretion more than “ministerial” was unconstitutionally subjective when

applied to private speech on private property).

6

unconstitutional prior restraint);  Driver v. Town of Richmond, 570 F.Supp.2d 269 (D.R.I.

2008)(statute granting police chief authority to determine whether signs on private property were

a traffic safety hazard is an unconstitutional prior restraint); CBS Outdoor, Inc. v. City of

Kentwood, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 107172 (Oct. 6, 2010)(requiring billboard operator to obtain a

special use permit based on criteria such as whether the sign “preserves the health, safety and

welfare of the public” or “act[s] as an undue distraction to traffic on nearby streets” was an

unconstitutional prior restraint).   4

Where narrow, objective and definite standards are not built into an ordinance, municipal

officials have an “unbridled discretion” that offends the First Amendment of the United States

Constitution.  See, CAMP Legal Defense Fund v. City of Atlanta, 451 F.3d 1257, 1279 (11th Cir.

2006). There is no requirement that the municipal official actually act in a discriminatory

manner.  “The mere existence of the licensor’s unfettered discretion, coupled with the power or

prior restraint, intimidates parties into censoring their own speech, even if the discretion and

power are never actually abused.”  City of Lakewood v. Plain Dealer Publishing Co., 486 U.S.

750, 757 (1988).

In denying Signs for Jesus’s site plan approval for its Bible sign, the Planning Board did

not cite any provision of the Chichester Site Review Regulations that this sign would violate. 

Instead, by a Notice of Decision dated February 17, 2011, the Planning Board stated its reason
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 The Planning Board’s alleged  “safety” rationale has no basis in fact.   The New Hampshire Department of
5

Safety approved the location of this sign as a safe location and issued a sign permit pursuant to RSA 236:69-89.  The

Planning Board itself had approved a commercial sign of similar size in October 2000 in the exact same location as

Signs for Jesus intends to place its sign. See KRT Site Plan at Exhibit I to Verified Complaint [Doc 1-9].  In

addition, the Planning Board has approved numerous other message board signs and brightly lit gas station signs in

the same neighborhood without raising any safety concerns. See Pictures at Exhibit A, B, F & G [Doc 1-1, 1-2, 1-6,

1-7]. Many of these message board signs and the gas stations across the street proclaim much longer messages than

Signs for Jesus’s sign will display.  

 The Planning Board Minutes of February 9, 2011 indicate that a town police officer, Joshua Stone,
6

advised the Planning Board that based on the New Hampshire Supreme Court case of Carlson Chrysler v. City of

Concord, 156 N.H. 399 (2007), the Planning Board could deny any sign it wanted to based on either traffic concerns

or aesthetics.   See Minutes, p. 2, attached as Exhibit K to Verified Complaint [Doc. 1-11]. This is an erroneous

reading of the case.   Carlson involved a challenge to Concord’s zoning ordinance which prohibited flashing or

scrolling electronic signs.  (Signs for Jesus’s sign will not flash or scroll and do not challenge Chichester’s

prohibition on signs that flash or scroll)  The Court stressed in a concurring opinion that the analysis applies only to

commercial speech cases and that commercial speech is not entitled to the same protection as political or religious

speech.  Finally, Carlson involved a challenge to a legislative judgment banning a type of sign.  In the present case,

we do not have a legislative judgment but an individualized judgment by the Planning Board that Signs for Jesus’s

sign will create a traffic hazard while a Bobcat or a a KRT Woodworking sign will not create a traffic hazard. This

individualized judgment of whether a sign constitutes a safety concern is an unconstitutional prior restraint. See

Driver v. Town of Richmond, 570 F.Supp.2d 269 (D.R.I. 2008)(statute granting police chief authority to determine

whether signs on private property were a traffic safety hazard is an unconstitutional prior restraint).    

 The state of New Hampshire has objective standards limiting the size of signs and requiring signs to be set
7

back from the road a certain number of feet based on the speed of the road. See RSA 236:69-89. The State has

determined in order to guarantee traffic safety, a sign at this location should be setback at least 18 feet from the curb.

Signs for Jesus’s proposed sign will be set back 20 feet from the curb.  See Signs for Jesus Site Plan attached as

Exhibit J to Verified Complaint [Doc. 1-10]. 

7

for the denial was for “safety, concerning the installation of a sign intended for drivers to read a

lengthy message on a daily basis at an intersection where traffic is converging, with the potential

for collisions.”   See Notice of Planning Board Denial attached as Exhibit O to Verified5

Complaint [Doc. 1-15].  The Planning Board appears to take the position that it need not adopt

regulations to put the public on notice what signs may or may not be allowed but that the

Planning Board can deny signs on an arbitrary ad hoc basis when the Planning Board feels the

sign does not advance the “health, safety or welfare” of the community.6

The Planning Board’s arbitrary safety concern is not based on any “narrow, objective or

definite standards.”    Requiring a sign owner to comply with discretionary standards prior to7
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being allowed to construct its sign is an unconstitutional prior restraint in violation of the First

Amendment.

2. The Chichester Planning Board Applied its Site Review Regulations
so as to Violate the Free Speech Clause of the First Amendment

Landowners have a constitutionally protected right to place signs on their own property

under the Free Speech Clause of the First Amendment.  While certain restrictions may be placed

on commercial speech, these same restrictions may not be constitutionally applied to

noncommercial signs - i.e. signs proclaiming political or religious messages such as “Save the

Whales,” “No Nukes” or “Jesus Saves.” John Donnelly & Sons v. Campbell, 639 F.2d 6 (1st Cir.

1980) (holding that Maine’s billboard restriction would likely be constitutional against

commercial speech on the basis of traffic safety but its application against noncommercial speech

makes the restriction unconstitutional).  Commercial speech is defined as “expression related

solely to the economic interests of the speaker and its audience.” Central Hudson Gas and

Electric v. Public Service Comm’n, 447 U.S. 557, 561 (1980).  Signs for Jesus’s proposed

religious message is noncommercial speech which is entitled to the full protection of the First

Amendment.

Although towns may pass narrow, objective and definite regulations such as reasonable

setbacks or size limitations, these regulations cannot treat noncommercial speech less favorably

than commercial speech.  See Ackerly Communications v. City of Somerville, 878 F.2d 513, 519

(1  Cir. 1989).  Treating offsite noncommercial signs less favorably than onsite commercial signsst

is unconstitutional content based discrimination.  See Ackerly v. City of Cambridge, 88 F.3d 33,

37 (1  Cir. 1996).st
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 At their July 1, 2010 meeting the Planning Board originally denied approval to Signs for Jesus finding that
8

Signs for Jesus was not a “business” and therefore not permissible in the commercial zoning district and that Signs

for Jesus’s sign was an “offsite sign” and that the zoning ordinance only permits “onsite signs.”  If this was a correct

reading of the Chichester Zoning Ordinance, the ordinance would be facially unconstitutional.  The First Circuit has

held that while a town may prohibit offsite commercial signs, it may not regulate offsite noncommercial signs less

favorably than onsite signs. See Ackerly v. City of Cambridge, 88 F.3d 33, 37 (1  Cir. 1996).  Nevertheless, thest

Court need not reach this issue as the Chichester ZBA overruled the Chichester Planning Board and held that Signs

for Jesus’s “business” of erecting Bible signs was a permissible business under the Chichester Zoning Ordinance. 

9

The Chichester Planning Board denied approval to Signs for Jesus’s sign not on the

nature of the sign but because of the content of the message.  Other than Signs for Jesus, the

Chichester Planning Board has never denied site plan approval for a sign that complied with the

size and height limitations of the Chichester Development Regulations on the basis of traffic

safety. Across the street from plaintiffs’ property are two gas stations with many loud and

distracting signs.  See Pictures at Exhibits F & G to the Verified Complaint [Doc 1-6, 1-7]. 

There are numerous message boards and other large signs along Route 4 and other parts of

Chichester.  See Pictures at Exhibit A & B to the Verified Complaint [Doc 1-1, 1-2]. 

Furthermore, the Planning Board has approved an electronic message sign for the Bobcat store

which is nearly identical to the sign proposed by Signs for Jesus.  In distinguishing between the

Bobcat Store’s sign and Signs for Jesus’s sign, one of the members of the Planning Board stated

that they need to approve a sign for the Bobcat store because it needs the sign to sell its tractors

but because Signs for Jesus does not sell anything, they do not need a sign.   At the hearing on8

February 9, 2011, Vice Chairman Richard Moore expressed his belief that the Biblical content of

Signs for Jesus’s signs created more of a distraction than commercial signs which “are primarily

for the onsite business and are not primarily designed with the intent of being read for the
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 The First Circuit disagrees with Vice Chair Moore.  In John Donnelly & Sons v. Campbell, 639 F.2d 6, 11
9

(1  Cir. 1980), the Court held “on premises advertising signs seem far greater traffic hazards than signs conveyingst

information for future use.  One need hardly ask which is more likely to disturb the traffic pattern, a sign that

advertises that some product or service is available ahead, or one that causes the passenger or driver to exclaim that

the spot is just being passed.”  Likewise, a sign stating that you can get your gas for only $2.59 a gallon and your

Marlboros for only $5.84 a pack at the Hess Station is likely more distracting that a sign at the same intersection

proclaiming: “Seek peace and pursue it.” Psalm 34:14.

10

purpose of the message alone.”   See Minutes of February 9, 2011, attached as Exhibit K to the9

Verified Complaint [Doc. 1-11].  Finally, Signs for Jesus’s sign is to replace an existing

commercial sign, of approximately the same size, advertising the prior onsite business “KRT

Woodworking.” See Pictures at Exhibits D and H to the Verified Complaint [Doc 1-4, 1-8]. This

is classic content based discrimination.  The First Circuit has given an example of content based

discrimination: “if the owner of Joe’s Hardware wants to replace his ‘Joe’s Hardware’ sign with

a sign saying ‘No Nukes,’ he must be allowed to do so.” Ackerly Communications v. City of

Somerville, 878 F.2d 513, 517 (1  Cir. 1989).  Likewise, if the Plaintiffs wish to replace a KRTst

Woodworking Sign with a Signs for Jesus sign, they must be allowed to do so.

The Planning Board’s alleged rationale, as stated in its February 17, 2011 Notice of

Denial, was for “safety, concerning the installation of a sign intended for drivers to read a lengthy

message on a daily basis at an intersection where traffic is converging, with the potential for

collisions.”  See Notice of Planning Board Denial  attached as Exhibit O to the Verified

Complaint [Doc. 1-15].  Nevertheless, the Planning Board’s putative reasons are contradicted by

its actions.  If the Planning Board is truly concerned about the “length” of Signs for Jesus’s

message, why didn’t the Planning Board adopt a generally applicable ordinance limiting the

length of message that can be displayed?  The previous KRT Woodworking Sign, which Signs

for Jesus intends to replace with a Bible sign, had “lengthy” commercial messages approved by
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 Other approved signs also have more lengthy messages than Signs for Jesus.  Compare Exhibits A,B, F &
10

G to the Verified Complaint [Docs. 1-1, 1-2, 1-6 and 1-7] with Exhibit E [Doc. 1-5].  In fact, if one were to count all

of the words on the Hess sign and all of the signs on the Hess building across the street from Signs for Jesus, it would

appear that there is in excess of 75 words on the Hess signs.  See Exhibit G to the Verified Complaint. [Doc. 1-7]. 

Nevertheless, the Planning Board has not passed any regulations limiting the number of words that can displayed at

the Hess station located at the same intersection as Signs for Jesus.

 Signs for Jesus’s sign is to be approximately 75 feet back from the intersection.  As a point of
11

comparison, the Hess sign across the street is less than half that distance back from the intersection. See Site Plan

attached as  Exhibit J to the Verified Complaint. [Doc. 1-10].  The Plaintiffs’ lot has over 200 feet of frontage on

Route 4/9/202 but the Planning Board did not find anywhere on the lot was an acceptable location for proclaiming a

Biblical message.

11

the Planning Board.  See Exhibits D & H to the Verified Complaint. [Doc. 1-4 and 1-8].   If the10

Planning Board is truly concerned about signage at this intersection, why has it approved

numerous loud gas station signs at this intersection? See Exhibits F & G to the Verified

Complaint. [Doc. 1-6 and 1-7].  If the Planning Board truly believes the Signs for Jesus’s

proposed sign is too close to the intersection with the only stop light in the Town of Chichester,

why did it not request the sign set back be increased?11

3.  The Chichester Planning Board’s Arbitrary Denial of Site Plan
Approval to Replace a Commercial Sign with a Bible Sign is a
Violation of the Plaintiff’s Rights to Free Exercise of Religion Under
Both the Free Exercise Clause of the First Amendment and the
Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act, 42 U.S.C. §
2000cc [RLUIPA] 

It is unconstitutional and a violation of RLUIPA for a Planning Board to impose a

substantial burden on one’s religious land use unless the government can establish that its action

is the least restrictive means of accomplishing a compelling government interest. The Plaintiff

has the burden of proving the jurisdictional prerequisites, that there is religious exercise and that

the Town’s decision results in a substantial burden on religious exercise.  The town then has the

burden of demonstrating that denying approval to replace a commercial sign with a Bible sign is
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 Pursuant to Section (a)(2)(b) of RLUIPA, even if site plan review was not an individualized assessment,
12

even the slightest effect on interstate commerce would be sufficient to satisfy the jurisdictional prong of RLUIPA

and require strict scrutiny in this case.  See Westchester Day School v. Village of Mamaroneck, 504 F.3d 338, 355

(2  Cir. 2008).  It is undisputed that Signs for Jesus may purchase its sign from an out of state sign manufacturer. nd

See Verified Complaint, ¶ 116 [Doc. 1] or [Doc.1-5]. 

 In addition, the Supreme Court made clear in  Employment Division v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872, 881-82
13

(1990), that centrality to belief was not a requirement in Free Exercise claims.  “It is no more appropriate for judges

to determine the “centrality” of religious beliefs before applying a “compelling interest” test in the free exercise

field, than it would be for them to determine the “importance” of ideas before applying the “compelling interest test”

in the free speech field.” Smith, 494 U.S. 886-87.

12

the least restrictive means of advancing a compelling government interest.

First, the jurisdictional prerequisites for strict scrutiny are satisfied.  Although under the

First Amendment’s Free Exercise clause strict scrutiny will not apply to a “neutral law of general

applicability,” strict scrutiny will apply to decisions which constitute “individualized

assessments.”   Employment Division v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872, 879 (1990). RLUIPA also

mandates strict scrutiny when a land use board engages in “individualized assessments.”  The

Chichester Planning Board’s site plan review constitutes an individualized assessment of the

plaintiff’s proposal to replace a commercial sign with a Bible sign.  See, e.g. Guru Nanak Sikh

Society v. County of Sutter, 456 F.3d 978, 993 (9th Cir. 2003) (applying broad criteria in

conditional use permit is an individualized assessment subjecting zoning ordinance to strict

scrutiny).12

Second, Signs for Jesus’s proposed religious sign is “religious exercise.”  RLUIPA makes

statutorily clear that the construction of a Bible sign is protected religious exercise.   RLUIPA13

provides:
(A) IN GENERAL- The term `religious exercise' includes any exercise of religion,
whether or not compelled by, or central to, a system of religious belief.

(B) RULE- The use, building, or conversion of real property for the purpose of
religious exercise shall be considered to be religious exercise of the person or
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  The First Circuit has not yet had an opportunity to define substantial burden in context of a RLUIPA
14

land use case.  Nevertheless, in a prisoner case, the First Circuit has held that it is a substantial burden on a

prisoner’s rights to be denied exposure to religious training.  If security concerns prevent prisoners from attending

religious services in persons, they must be provided the opportunity to view services via a television.  Crawford v.

Clarke, 578 F.3d 39 (2009).   Likewise, to the extent Chichester has any legitimate traffic safety concerns about the

proposed location of Signs for Jesus’s sign, the Planning Board must indicate where the sign may be safely located.  

(For example, the State of New Hampshire determined that Signs for Jesus’s sign could be safely located at this

intersection as long as it was at least 18 feet back from the curb).

13

entity that uses or intends to use the property for that purpose.  42 U.S.C. §2000cc

In addition, Congress made clear that the statute should be “construed in favor of a broad

protection of religious exercise, to the maximum extent permitted by the terms of this chapter

and the Constitution.” 42 U.SC. 2000cc-3(g).

It is a tenet of the plaintiffs’ faith to spread God’s word to all people. See Verified

Complaint, ¶ 103-104. See also Mark 16:15 “Go into all the world and preach the Gospel to all

creation.”  The plaintiffs need to use real property to replace a commercial sign with a Bible sign. 

Therefore, the construction of Signs for Jesus’s sign constitutes protected religious exercise.

Third, a discretionary prohibition on any religious sign anywhere on the plaintiffs’ two

acre parcel in Chichester constitutes a substantial burden on the plaintiff’s religious land use.

Land use requirements that result in “delay, uncertainty and expense” will constitute a substantial

burden. Sts. Constantine and Helen Greek Orthodox Church, 396 F.3d 895 (7th Cir. 2007).  14

The Plaintiffs have been attempting to obtain municipal approval for their Bible sign since June

of 2010.  The Planning Board originally denied approval to Signs for Jesus in July of 2010 on the

basis that Signs for Jesus’s sign was not allowed under the Zoning Ordinance because Signs for

Jesus was not a business and the proposed sign was not an onsite commercial sign. After these

erroneous decisions were reversed by the Chichester Zoning Board, the Planning Board required

the Plaintiffs to submit drainage reports and wetland delineations not required of other sign
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applicants.  When the Planning Board finally ruled on February 9, 2011, it based its decision not

on any standards or regulations but a subjective determination that no Bible sign could be erected

anywhere in the interest of “safety.”  Incidental burdens such as size or setback limitations may

not constitute a substantial burden because the Plaintiffs are still able to express their Biblical

message.  Nevertheless, the Planning Board’s discretionary denial of the Plaintiff’s request to

replace a commercial sign with a Signs for Jesus sign does not leave open any avenues to spread

a Biblical message.  Even if Signs for Jesus could search for other properties on Route 4/202/9

and, if available for purchase, submit new applications to replace commercial message board

signs with a Biblical sign, there is no guarantee that Signs for Jesus’s proposed sign would not be

discretionarily denied again.   Courts have repeatedly held that a religious entity need not search

for additional parcels and be denied several times prior to establishing a substantial burden under

RLUIPA.  The requirement to obtain a discretionary permit is itself the substantial burden.  See,

e.g. Guru Nanak Sikh Society v. County of Sutter, 456 F.3d 978 (9th Cir. 2003); see also Sts.

Constantine and Helen Greek Orthodox Church, 396 F.3d 895 (7th Cir. 2007) (requiring a

church to file multiple applications in the hope that the city will in their discretion grant approval

for one of them is a substantial burden).  

Finally, the town is unable to show that denying the Plaintiffs approval to replace a

commercial sign with a Biblical sign is the least restrictive means of advancing a compelling

government interest.  Although traffic safety may be a substantial government interest and may

be sufficient to justify a restriction on commercial speech, traffic safety alone is not a compelling

government interest sufficient to restrict noncommercial speech.  John Donnelly & Sons v.

Campbell, 639 F.2d 6, 11 (1  Cir. 1980);  Solantic v. City of Neptune Beach, 410 F.3d 1250,st
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 The minutes also reflect that Officer Stone cited a 2003 Wisconsin study for the proposition that
15

electronic signs have the potential to distract drivers.  Officer Stone fails to mention that the study concerned moving

and flashing electric signs and Signs for Jesus’s sign will not flash, move or flutter.  In addition, Officer Stone failed

to mention that the study also states that “The states of Nevada, Utah, Texas, New York, New Hampshire and

Massachusetts reported no evidence of increased traffic safety problems after the installation of electronic

information displays in their city centers and along their highways. Additionally, five state DOT personnel were

asked if a crash relationship with EBBs existed in their states; the responses were that a relationship between crashes

and EBBs was not identifiable.”  See http://on.dot.wi.gov/wisdotresearch/database/tsrs/tsrelectronicbillboards.pdf

The Wisconsion study does not come to any conclusions but calls for more research into the effect of flashing and

moving dynamic electronic signs. Therefore, to the extent that the Wisconsion study is at all relevant to the non-

moving sign Signs for Jesus plans to construct in Chichester, the study supports the general proposition that

electronic signs are no more distracting than other signs.    

15

1268 (11  Cir. 2005).  The Planning Board does not state why Signs for Jesus’s sign is a greater th

traffic hazard than the commercial sign it is replacing or the gas station signs across the street.

Even if there was a compelling government interest in traffic safety at the intersection, the town

is unable to demonstrate that discretionarily denying site plan approval to replace a commercial

sign with a religious sign is the least restrictive means of effectuating the traffic safety interest. 

Chichester could adopt an objective and generally applicable ordinance requiring setbacks for

signs.  In the alternative, Chichester could adopt an objective and generally applicable ordinance

limiting the size or number of signs per lot.  Finally, Chichester could also just enforce the laws

and ordinances that are already on the books.  A Chichester policeman explained to the Planning

Board that the Route 4 intersection is the busiest intersection in Chichester and there were 12

accidents at this intersection over a two year period, 12.8% of which were due to driver

inattention or distraction.   Although the posted speed limit is 40 miles per hour, the policeman15

pointed out that speeds of 60 miles per hour were common through this intersection. See Minutes

of 2/9/11 attached as Exhibit K to the Verified Complaint [Doc 1-11].  Enforcing the 40 mph

speed limit at this intersection is likely a less restrictive means of advancing traffic safety that

will not interfere with First Amendment rights.    
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 The Chichester Site Review Regulations are attached as Exhibit N to the Verified Complaint. [Doc. 1.14] 
16

The regulations contain two section “E.”  The Planning Board appears to have applied the regulations on page 9

which are the regulations quoted.

16

4. The Planning Board’s Denial of Signs for Jesus’s Site Plan Was
Unreasonable and Unlawful Pursuant to RSA 677:15

The Chichester Planning Board reviews site plans for non-residential uses in the Town of

Chichester.  See RSA 674:43.  The Planning Board has broad authority to adopt site review

regulations.  See RSA 674:44.  Nevertheless, the Planning Board must adopt regulations before

applying them.  

RSA 674:44 provides: 

III.  The site plan review regulations which the planning board adopts shall: . . .  
(c)  Specify the general standards and requirements with which the proposed

development shall comply, including appropriate reference to accepted
codes and standards of construction.

Chichester Site Review Regulations set forth the following standards as it pertains to signs:16

E. Lighted Advertising Signs:

(i) Luminaires used to illuminate an outdoor advertising sign shall be fully
shielded and directed to the sign structure so as not to create excess glare
or light-trespass.

(ii) Outdoor advertising signs wholly illuminated from within do not require
shielding, however, total lamp wattage per sign shall be 60 watts or less.

(iii) Moving, fluttering, blinking, or flashing lights or signs are not permitted,
except electronic message signs may be permitted after being addresses at
site review and public hearings, and shall not exceed 4' x6' outside
dimensions and is considered part of the total square footage of allowable
signage and shall not be continuous moving and shall only change on 15
minute intervals.

(iv) The outdoor operation of searchlights, lasers or other high intensity beams
for advertising purposes is prohibited. 
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The Planning Board found that Signs for Jesus’s proposed sign complied with all of the site

review regulations. See Minutes of 2/9/11, page 3, attached as Exhibit K to the Verified

Complaint [Doc. 1-11].  

The Planning Board denied site plan approval based not on a violation of the regulations

but based on the Planning Board’s subjective belief that a daily Bible verse sign would be more

distracting than the commercial sign it was replacing.  Signs for Jesus’s sign will not flash, blink

or flutter.   It will, however, display a new Bible verse each day.  The Chichester Site Review

Regulations allow electronic signs that change on 15 minute intervals.   It is unreasonable and

unlawful to deny sign plan approval because a sign will display a new Bible verse each day when

the regulations explicitly allow messages that change once every 15 minutes.  See 2/17/11 Notice

of Decision attached as Exhibit O to the Verified Complaint [Doc. 1-15] (stating as reason for

denial that Signs for Jesus’s message is expected to change on a daily basis).    

In addition, where a state agency has approved a use and a Planning Board has not

adopted regulations applying a more stringent standard, a Planning Board cannot deny site plan

approval based on vague safety concerns.  Derry Senior Development  v. Town of Derry, 157

N.H. 441 (2008).  In Derry, a developer’s septic system was approved by the state of New

Hampshire but was denied site plan approval by the town in part based on the Planning Board’s

determination that the septic system did not have adequate setback from abutters’ water supply. 

The New Hampshire Supreme Court held that the Planning Board, absent specific regulations,

did not have the authority to deny site plans on vague safety concerns.   Likewise, Signs for

Jesus’s sign, which has been granted a sign permit by the state of New Hampshire pursuant to

RSA 236:69-89, cannot be denied site plan approval based on the Chichester Planning Board’s
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vague safety concerns where there are no applicable regulations prohibiting the sign.   

B. THE PLAINTIFFS WILL SUFFER IRREPARABLE INJURY IN THE
ABSENCE OF AN INJUNCTION

The loss of First Amendment freedoms, even for brief moments, results in irreparable

injury. Elrod v. Burns, 427 U.S. 347, 373 (1976).  “The loss of First Amendment freedoms, even

for the period required to litigate a facial challenge, may constitute an irreparable injury.”  Blue

Moon Entertainment v. City of Bates City, 441 F.3d 561, 565 (8th Cir. 2006)(reversing district

court’s denial of preliminary injunction from zoning ordinance’s requirement that a conditional

use permit be obtained prior to obtaining a building permit).  There is no need for any injury

greater than the loss of First Amendment freedoms.  Nevertheless, the injury in this case is

particularly great as the Plaintiffs have been denied the ability to proclaim a Biblical message via

signs since July of 2010.  In addition the plaintiffs having their rights to proclaim the Word of

God stifled, it is unknown how may passing motorists have been denied the ability read the Word

of God.

C.         BALANCE OF THE HARDSHIPS TIP DECIDEDLY IN FAVOR OF THE 
 PLAINTIFFS

In stark contrast to the deprivation of First Amendment freedoms, the Town suffers no

appreciable harm in having their unconstitutional actions enjoined.  See Doctor John’s v. Sioux

City, 305 F.Supp. 2d 1022, 1040 (N.D.Iowa 2004) (actual harm resulting from denial of First

Amendment freedoms clearly outweighs any interest city has in enforcing its zoning ordinance).  

The State of New Hampshire has approved a sign permit for the sign’s location along Route
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 Pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 65(c) a security bond may be required prior to issuing a preliminary injunction. 
17

Nevertheless, the security bond requirement is waived in “suits to enforce important federal rights.”  Crowley v.

Local No. 82, Furniture and Piano Movers, 672 F.2d 978, 1000 (1st Cir. 1982) rev’d on other grounds by 467 U.S.

526 (1984).  Cases such as this one involving fundamental “right to free expression and free exercise of religion” are

exactly the type of case in which the security bond has been waived.  Westfield High School L.I.F.E. Club v. City of

Westfield, 249 F.Supp.2d 98, 128 (D.Mass. 2003)(no security bond required in case involving discretionary authority

to limit religious speech on school grounds). 

19

4/20/9.  Chichester has previously approved a commercial onsite advertising sign in the exact

same location as the proposed Bible sign.  Any putative interests of the town are clearly

outweighed by the plaintiff’s First Amendment rights.

D. PROTECTION OF FREE SPEECH AND RELIGIOUS EXERCISE IS IN
THE PUBLIC INTEREST

The public will be best served by issuance of the preliminary injunction. The public

undoubtedly has an interest in preserving the essential freedoms guaranteed in the First

Amendment.  The public has no interest in prohibiting the construction of a religious sign via a

Planning Board’s unconstitutional application of its site review regulations.  See KH Outdoor

LLC v. Trussville, 458 F.3d 1261, 1272-73 (11  Cir. 2006) (holding “The public has no interestth

in enforcing an unconstitutional ordinance.")

CONCLUSION

For the reasons set out herein, the Plaintiffs respectfully requests that this Court grant

their motion for preliminary injunction.17

PRAYERS FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, the plaintiffs respectfully requests this Honorable Court:

a.  Issue a preliminary injunction enjoining the Town of Chichester, its officers, agents,

employees, attorneys and all other persons in active concert with it from applying or enforcing its
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zoning ordinance and/or its site review regulations to prevent the plaintiffs from constructing a

religious Signs for Jesus Bible sign on its property at 136 Dover Road in Chichester in the format

attached as Exhibit A;

b.  Such other and further relief as may be just and equitable.

Respectfully submitted,

SIGNS FOR JESUS, INC.,
BETHAL BUILDERS, LLC &
FABRIZIO CUSSON

By their attorneys,

WADLEIGH, STARR & PETERS, PLLC

Dated: March 24, 2011

By   /S/ Michael J. Tierney
     Michael J. Tierney, Esq., NH Bar 17173
     95 Market Street
     Manchester, NH 03101
     Tel. (603) 669-4140

CERTIFICATION

I hereby certify that copies of this Memorandum have this day been emailed to Barton
Mayer, counsel to the Town of Chichester and the Chichester Planning Board at Upton &
Hatfield, LLP 10 Centre Street, Concord, NH 03302-1090.

  /S/ Michael J. Tierney
 Michael J. Tierney, Esq.

 G:\D50000\50271\pleadings\Memo for prel Inj.wpd
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

************************************
Signs for Jesus                                             *
136 Dover Road                                            *
Chichester, NH 03258                                   *
and                                                                 *
Bethal Builders, LLC                                  *
184 Barney Road                                           *
Center Barnstead, NH 03225                        *
and                                                                 *
Fabrizio Cusson                                            *
27 Half Moon Bay Drive                               *
Center Barnstead, NH 03225                         *

                   *  Civil Action No. 11-CV-101
                                    Plaintiffs                     *
                                          * JURY TRIAL REQUESTED
v.                                                                    *                                

                                                           *
Town of Chichester                                     *
54 Main Street                                               *
Chichester, NH 03258                                   * 
and                                                            *
The Chichester Planning Board                *
54 Main Street                                               *
Chichester, NH 03258                                   *

Defendants                 *
************************************

PROPOSED PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

The Town of Chichester and the Town of Chichester Planning Board, their agents,

employees and all persons in active or concerted participation with them or any of them are

hereby enjoined from enforcing and/or applying the Chichester Site Review Regulations or the

Chichester Zoning Ordinance to prevent the Plaintiffs from replacing a commercial sign with a

Bible sign as depicted on the site plan submitted to the Planning Board and attached as Exhibit J
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to the Verified Complaint [Doc. 1-10].

Dated:_____________ By _____________________________________
     Presiding Judge
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